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Delivering a modern, scalable technology platform 
for increased efficiency and transparency
20 Microns Limited is India’s largest producer of white industrial minerals used in paints and coatings, 
plastics, rubber, ceramics, adhesives, paper, and other products touching the everyday lives of 
consumers. In a highly competitive market, real-time access to analytics and financial reporting is 
essential for strategic decision-making. 20 Microns needed to deliver a more nimble, future-ready 
enterprise platform that would empower data-driven decisions, automated business processes, and 
continuous innovation using intelligent technologies. With SAP S/4HANA®, the company has increased 
efficiency and agility, accelerated financial reporting with a single source of truth, and improved its 
cash flow with better inventory management. Expert guidance from SAP with a customer-first mindset 
and SAP® Enterprise Support services helped 20 Microns deliver a smooth, on-time implementation of 
SAP S/4HANA and fast time to value for the new technology. 

20 Microns Enables Data-Driven 
Decisions and Agile Business 
Processes to Fuel Growth
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30%
Less time spent on monthly 
and yearly financial closings

Faster
Reports, from 7 hours to 
3 hours for customized, 
month-end reports

Single 
Source of truth, reducing data 
consolidation and reconciliation 
tasks

Improved
Cash flow with automated 
material requirements planning

Customer
20 Microns Limited is the leading producer of industrial minerals, functional specialties, and performance additives in India. 
A pioneer in the field of white industrial minerals in India, the company uses its diverse knowledge, technical adaptability, and 
immense depth of application expertise to provide enhanced value to its customers’ products. Over the past three decades, the
company has transformed itself using advanced technology to expand its value chain, from mining to micronizing to submicrons to 
nano sizing, to serve niche segments and formulations. Committed to continuous innovation, 20 Microns offers a broad portfolio of 
products catering to numerous applications across various industries. Its wide customer and distributor network and expanded 
global footprint through subsidiaries has enabled the company to focus on new segments of construction chemicals, herbal 
medicines, and mineral-based agriculture products. 

Objectives
To remain competitive by quickly responding to market and technology changes, 20 Microns wanted to digitally transform to: 
• Empower the business with real-time data and insights to make fast, data-driven business decisions
• Increase efficiency and productivity with faster system response times and automation of planning and procurement processes 

using machine learning and AI
• Improve contingency planning to prevent production shortages and enable a more resilient, flexible supply chain using smart 

computing
• Build a future-ready platform that can flexibly adapt to new capabilities and business model changes to keep up with the pace of

innovation 

“When we’re facing cutthroat competition, we need to make quick business decisions. We were facing certain real-time challenges 
on our current platform. This is one of the reasons we decided to move to SAP S/4HANA.”
Nitin Anerao, Head of IT, 20 Microns Limited 

Challenges
20 Microns wanted to deliver a modern, scalable enterprise platform with the goal to: 
• Provide fast access to financial insights and other reports to analyze, for example, goods and services tax and plant performance
• Streamline integrations of business processes with its core ERP system
• Accelerate the creation of financial statements and its many customized reports for tax compliance
• Reduce time spent on administrative tasks, such as user role maintenance, to allow the IT team to focus on strategic tasks
• Eliminate manual manipulation of data in spreadsheets for monthly and quarterly financial reports
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“The changeover to SAP S/4HANA was very smooth 
because of the support we received from SAP. The 
customer engagement executive guided us from the 
beginning, working closely with our partner. He was 
always available and proactively checked in to see how 
we were doing and offer tips. When we required SAP’s 
assistance, SAP Enterprise Support responded promptly 
and quickly rectified the issue. 

Nitin Anerao, Head of IT, 20 Microns Limited

Revenue
Rs 4.98 billion
(US$67.9 million)

Featured Solutions and Services
SAP S/4HANA and SAP Enterprise 
Support services

20 Microns Limited
Vadodara, Gujarat, India
www.20microns.com
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With a successful migration to SAP S/4HANA and the support of experts from SAP and partner Intellect Bizware, 20 Microns experiences:
§ Increased efficiency by reducing the workload for data consolidation and reconciliation and improved data quality with a single source of truth, a centralized data policy, and 

automation of processes such as goods receipt and areas of plant operations
§ Improved productivity with a 10% to 15% increase in application development efficiency and 30% less time spent on monthly and yearly financial closings
§ Increased transparency and more effective decision-making with real-time access to financial data and profitability analysis reports
§ Greater control of stock levels thanks to automated material requirements planning with purchase requisitions and purchase orders in its core system, resulting in better 

management of cash flow 
§ Improved ability to negotiate with vendors and customers, with instant access to sales and payment reports for more consistent cash in-flow 
§ Increased agility and reliability with faster system response time, including a reduction from 7 hours to 3 hours for customized month-end reports for taxation purposes, from 10 

minutes to 2 minutes to export the financial statement and stock statement reports, and from 24 hours to 2 hours for updated tax-related reports
§ Less time spent on administrative tasks, which enables the IT team to focus on more strategic tasks, for example, the reduction in time spent on role definition and end-user 

profile creation from 10 minutes to 2 minutes

“When it came time to update our ERP system, we never thought of drifting away from SAP; we adopted SAP again. I think this is the confidence 
that our company is bestowing on SAP to bring the best benefit to the business.”
Nitin Anerao, Head of IT, 20 Microns Limited 

Partnering with SAP Using a Customer First Mindset Across 20 Microns’ Digital Transformation Journey
20 Microns received guidance and support from both its implementation partner Intellect Bizware and SAP throughout the implementation of SAP S/4HANA. A customer engagement 
executive (CEE) guided the company from the beginning, ensuring 20 Microns understood the tools and services available to support their digital transformation journey and sharing 
best practices for the migration to SAP S/4HANA and how to maximize the value of SAP solutions. “It’s not as if the sale is done, the implementation is done, and we’ve said goodbye 
to him. He’s constantly in touch, giving us tips, and then we proceed in that direction,” says Nitin Anerao, head of IT at 20 Microns Limited. With the help of SAP Enterprise Support, 
20 Microns was able to safeguard the project timeline by quickly resolving issues in collaboration with the partner and leveraging services such as continuous quality checks before 
and after going live. “When we really required the support of SAP during and after going live, SAP promptly replied to us within two to three hours, and within a day or two the issue 
was rectified,” explains Anerao. A strong implementation partner who collaborated closely with SAP was also key to its success. “We were in safe hands with our partner Intellect 
Bizware. There will always be hurdles. It is how we tackle the hurdles that is important. Intellect Bizware and SAP together delivered solutions for us,” says Anerao.
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Role of Change Management in 20 Microns’ Digital Transformation
Having used the SAP ERP application for almost 10 years, the majority of the users were 
excited for and anticipated the new capabilities that would come with the move to SAP 
S/4HANA. Many of the procedures were already standardized, although a few processes 
were fine-tuned or revamped. This meant that the project could be largely driven by IT with 
comprehensive training for users. “We were already using SAP ERP, so people were able to 
accept it very quickly. SAP has designed SAP S/4HANA, and the process for the 
changeover from SAP ERP to SAP S/4HANA, very cleverly and intelligently. This has 
reduced training and implementation time,” says Anerao.

Virtual training was conducted for key users and end users to educate them on the areas 
that have changed with the implementation of SAP S/4HANA. Following the initial training, 
20 Microns used a train-the-trainer approach to cascade more in-depth, domain-specific 
knowledge for using the new system. Partner Intellect Bizware conducted training with five 
key users who trained the end users within their department or location. 

Lessons Learned on 20 Micron’s Transformation Journey 
20 Microns attributes the success of its deployment of SAP S/4HANA to its adherence to a 
best-practice approach for a greenfield implementation recommended by SAP and working 
with a partner with the right expertise on the product and SAP methodology. At the start of 
the project, the team considered the various implementation processes and guidelines from 
SAP according to its industry, and it determined the best approach for implementation and 
adoption of standard configurations.

“SAP has created best-practice recommendations for any processes in SAP S/4HANA. 
After giving a lot of thought to doing it this way or that way, some tweaks here or there, we 
have concluded that whatever SAP recommends, if you adhere to it, it will give you the best 
results. That is the level of confidence the software is building up among our team,” remarks 
Anerao.
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What’s Next?
“We didn’t just change over to SAP S/4HANA for the sake of technology. It’s not just that my hardware has gotten old, so it is a requirement to change over. We wanted to drive 
outcomes for our business – a better collaboration with vendors to increase our procurement response time and better customer relationships,” explains Anerao. “Our goal is to 
expand our business across the globe using the best technology.” With SAP S/4HANA as its digital core, 20 Microns plans to adopt additional capabilities to further automate 
processes. 

The company is currently exploring SAP Ariba® and SAP Concur® solutions to continue to increase procurement efficiency, as well as the SAP Fiori® user experience. It will also 
use the SAP Innovation and Optimization Pathfinder service for SAP S/4HANA to help maximize the value of the technology for both IT and the business by benchmarking 
business performance against industry peers and providing relevant recommendations for optimization. Increasing the efficiency of its production plants through automation is a 
key priority for 20 Microns moving forward. The company plans to leverage SAP technology to help improve its bill of materials and cost control within production. With SAP as a 
trusted business partner, 20 Microns benefits not only from a future-ready technology platform but from SAP’s guidance as a strategic advisor for its business. “SAP keeps us 
informed of new trends and helps us adopt new technology to enable the company’s long-term goals,” explains Anerao.


